ERSKINEVILLE PROJECT - 0769
Superlight LED products were installed throughout this exceptional renovation in Sydney’s inner west.

CONCEALED LED LIGHTING

GUARANTEED SAME DAY QUOTES
Contact Superlight by 11AM to receive accurate and detailed quotes for your project with datasheets.

100% LIGHTING SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Superlight LED Lighting products are backed by our 100% satisfaction guarantee giving total peace of mind.

MEETS AUS/NZ ELECTRICAL STANDARDS
Superlight is an established lighting supplier with products designed for Australian and NZ conditions.

See more than 350 different LED lighting products online

WWW.SUPERLIGHT.COM.AU
WWW.SUPERLIGHT.CO.NZ
CASE STUDY - MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART

Superlight supplied customised weatherproof LED lighting profiles for public seating areas at the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA Building) at Circular Quay. The linear LED profiles were manufactured by Superlight to specification. The installation is a practical and decorative lighting feature.
CASE STUDY - JASPER HOTEL

Incorporated in the design for all Jasper Hotel suites Superlight Generation 3 LED Turbostrip has been built into the bed heads. This feature washes light up the back wall providing adequate lighting to read and be comfortable without having glary fittings shining directly down into the guests eyes.
Superlight LED SL9200 fittings and Mini LED Downlights were installed in this project to highlight the feature wall.
KEY TIPS FOR LINEAR LED LIGHTING

- For dynamic accent lighting projects, use RGB or RGBW to provide flexibility over colours and effects.
- Always use a Superlight LED mounting profile to protect the LED strip.
- Specify the exact lengths as Superlight will manufacture to length at no charge.
- Always connect indirect or concealed linear lighting to a dimming controller to reduce mood level lighting when desired.
- Finish the inside of coffers and pelmets to maximise the light reflection.
- Use a Superlight sensor controller to automatically ramp up coffer lighting when entering the room.
- Superlight can supply any required LED lengths, and we have signal repeaters which allows an infinite length to be achieved for any size project.
- Connect low-voltage wires/tails in corners for square ceiling coffers or to change direction such as around corners etc.
- For tight spaces or intricate curve details, SL7633 Sideview® LED strip may be better suited. This is an edge-lit LED strip for illuminating ‘S’ type curves and shaped joinery.
- Superlight can supply rolled LED mounting profiles for special applications where necessary.
- Linkable LED chain modules such as SL4429 can work well for concealed lighting of odd shapes and joinery details.
- For demanding high output projects, use GEN3 LED Turbostrip®, SL8606 LED Dual Strip® or SL7504 LED Powerbar® products for best results.
Superlight LED Downlights, various linear LED lighting products and Superlight LED controllers were selected.